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Hunkering Down: Continuity and Adversity in a Pandemic

A

s the pandemic took hold here, the High Spirit
community reacted not only with heightened fear
and worry, but also with determination to do everything we could to keep members of the community
safe. In March, as we learned more about COVID-19,
it soon became clear that people with underlying
health conditions are among the most vulnerable,
as are people who live in close proximity to others –
all of which is part and parcel of life at High Spirit
Community Farm.
Our Householders and Crew
Leaders at High Spirit have
been doing extraordinary work
in extraordinary circumstances.
As we look back over the last
six months, we do so with the
pride of a job well done. Our
community remains COVIDfree, with all of our members
healthy, engaged, and enjoying
a bountiful harvest.

Co-worker Interns 2020-2021
The pandemic brought with
it travel restrictions, and
kept us from welcoming the
international volunteers who
usually arrive in September
to spend the year with us.
This abrupt change of plans
required us to scramble, to
interview and hire through
new sources for interns from
the US instead. The result
has been a wonderful silver
lining: we have a fantastic
crew of Americans. This
year’s interns include Paul,
who is now in his third year,

Alex, in the middle of his first
year, and three new people:
Hannah, Molly and Clara.
These interns are older than
the European gap year students, and they bring more
experience and life wisdom
to the job. English- speaking
interns also are able to take
on more responsibility more
quickly as well, since their
overall learning curve is less
steep. We are thrilled to have
this crew with us for the year
ahead.

Rory

Lesley and Bar

The integration of High Spirit’s
residential and day programs
has allowed us to keep our
site-based farm operational
since March. This has been
crucial for maintaining purpose and a sense of normalcy
for staff and participants alike.

We have continued to fulfill
our mission’s goal to provide
meaningful work. With our
farm right on our property, we
are fortunate to spend the days
together, working in the fresh
air, and then enjoying our own
good food, even as grocery store
shelves were often bare. We are
also fortunate to have a cohort
of three households who live
and work together. This larger
social bubble has been a comfort, even as we isolate from
the world beyond. At times, we
even enjoy how the pace of life
has slowed!

Clockwise from top left: Alex, Molly, Clara, Paul, Hannah

However, as social isolation
continues, we are deeply aware
of how life today doesn’t compare favorably to the richness of
life before the pandemic. Our
mission’s goal to eliminate the
social isolation that people with
disabilities often experience,
the goal of being seen, known
by, and engaging with the

Great Barrington community,
cannot be met at this time. We
have lost the joys of being out
and about in town for activities, musical performances
or gathering with friends. We
miss visits from our beloved
therapists, family members
and the volunteers and friends
who normally come and go
Continued on next page

Hunkering Down, continued
from the community, enriching our social life and day
programming.
In addition, our Householders
and Crew Leaders have lost
the bits of respite and private
time - either in their houses or
away from High Spirit - that
they need and rely upon to
relax and refresh while working at this demanding job.
While their commitment to our

residents and the work has not
faltered, this period of COVID
is exhausting for them and the
end of the pandemic is not in
sight. These workers - truly the
first, the daily, and the essential
responders at High Spirit - are
our heroes and deserve the
recognition, accolades, and
support of us all.

Harvest

Lucy

Derek, June and Bar

Austin and Rory

Robin and Randy

Improvements at Seekonk House

T

his past winter and spring
we were able to do some
much needed renovations at
Seekonk House. Seekonk was
our first High Spirit home.
When we purchased it in 2008,

Seekonk House kitchen

it had been a bed and breakfast,
and the kitchen was already
tired. We made do for another
decade and more, until it was
well beyond tired. The entry
and boot room was a modified

store room, without sufficient
heat or ventilation to dry our
mittens or keep away mold.
Thanks to your support we renovated the Kitchen, expanded

Seekonk House people

and rebuilt the Boot Room and
add a new entry porch. Our
Seekonk household members
and all the community thank
you!!

Rachel Cohen and Matthew Scala have joined High Spirit as our
newest Householders and Crew Leaders.

T

hey come with a rich
history of life experiences, wonderful energy and
excitement to be part of the
Community. We asked Rachel
and Matthew to share with us
what brought them to High
Spirit.
“If you had told us in February,
2020, that in August we would
be leaving our lives in New
Hampshire and moving to Great
Barrington, Massachusetts to
be Householders at High Spirit
Community Farm we would never
have believed it. But here we are!”
We are delighted to have Rachel
and Matthew with us. In early
August Rachel and Matthew
moved into Aurora house, joining residents with special needs
and a team of volunteer interns.
They have been immersed in
both the required trainings as
well as in the more nuanced
task of learning the language
of each resident, both verbal
and non-verbal, and about their
interests, challenges and needs.

experience in marketing and
technology, training in curative
practices including Yoga Dance
and Reiki, and the wisdom and
skills of a mother.

Rachel and Matthew

They are settling into Aurora
House, and making it their
home, while working hard each
day in the Farming Program,
Household programing, and
being part of community life.
Rachel has been interested
in community living since
she learned of it in her early
20s, when she was a VISTA
volunteer, working to create
a cohousing community in
Concord NH, and later working
with Upward Bound, a residential program supporting
teens. Rachel also brings work

High Spirit Community Farm
fulfills an essential need for adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities by providing meaningful work, a dignified
home and a rich social and cultural life. To that end High Spirit:
• Provides and supports homes where our community members
live as a family.
• Directs a farm program, offering on the job training in agricultural work and sustainable practices.
• Expects our members to be responsible, participatory, considerate citizens of the High Spirit community and the larger world.
• Trains young volunteers to provide care to disabled peers
and inspires them to be leaders as respectful, inclusive and
conscientious adults.
• Serves as a catalyst for investment in this model of care,
community and service.
Board of Directors:
Robert Swain, President
Martha Bedell, Treasurer
Virginia Swain, Clerk
Dea Angiolillo, Director
Dagmar Herzog, Director
Tamara Sheen, Director
Jonathan Wallace, Director
Advisory:
Jennifer Potter-Brotman

Matthew has been exploring
alternative work and living
arrangements for his entire
adult life. He is a carpenter,
a potter and a farmer. In
recent years he had a farm in
Maine, which had “everything
I wanted, except love”. He left
Maine to be closer to Rachel,
finding work at Plowshare
Farm, a Camphill affiliated
community in New Hampshire,
where he worked closely with
people with special needs,
guiding them in their work
with the dairy cows. Matthew
found he loved working with his
team, and discovered the joys of
community life as well.
“But for us, when the pandemic
hit everything changed.” Matthew
was required to be part of the
COVID lockdown at Plowshare,
and this meant that he and
Rachel were apart. “Our desire to
create a more sustainable life took
on a new urgency. We scoured the
internet to see what we could find
with the following list of criteria:
living in community, farming,
working with people with special
needs. High Spirit Community
Farm bubbled to the surface, perfectly matching our criteria.”
Rachel called to learn more
about the community and
found that High Spirit was
looking for more Householders.
“During the interview process we
met the extraordinary group of
people who would become our peer
Householders and Crew Leaders,
as well as an active Board and a
supportive Administration. We
saw a vibrant and supportive
community that we wanted to be
a part of.”
Rachel and Matthew, welcome!
We are so glad to have you at
High Spirit!

Book Recommendation:
Disability Visibility:
First Person Stories from
the Twenty-First Century,
Edited by Alice Wong
This collection of essays
tells powerful accounts of
the experience of having a
disability.

Movie Recommendation:
Crip Camp:
A Disability Revolution
This 2020 Documentary
tells the story of a groundbreaking summer camp
and inclusive community
that galvanized individuals with disabilities
to become civil rights
activists. Sundance award
winner.

High Spirit Donors
Our thanks to all who have supported High Spirit
between November 2019 and October 2020.
Shining Stars $20,000 and up
Jay Wallace and Lisa McGovern
Sage Crossing Foundation
Angel $15,000–$20,000
Mark Adams
Bob and Ginny Swain
Guardians $10,000–$14,999
Dea Angiiolillo and Peter Von
Mertens
Michael Staub and Dagmar Herzog
Rick Teller and Kathleen Rogers
Ed White, in loving memory of my late
wife, Pamela Steele White
Benefactors $5,000 - $9,999
Martha Bedell and David Dryer
Steve and Tish Mead
Rick Sutphin
Leaders $2,000 - $4,999
David and Sharmy Altshuler
Andy and Connan Ashforth
David Cochran and Lani Evans
Gill Family Foundation
Bayard and Julie Henry, in honor of
Ginny and Bob Swain
The MacPherson Fund, Inc.
Scott and Laura Malkin
Eric Maskin
Adrian and Deb Smith
Peter and Faye Speert
Thayer Stewart and Ann Conrad
Champions $1,000 - $1,999
Anchor Capital Advisors LLC
C.D. and Betts Armstrong
Betsy Cabot
Marshall and Missy Carter
Alex Cochran and Michelle Jefferson,
in honor of Will Cochran
Paul and Susan Collins
George Daley and Amy Edmondson
Lisa Dobberteen
Richard and Evelyn Eshelman
Steinar and Jennifer Hoibraten
Edwin Kania, Jr, in honor of Joe Moore
Kathy Langen
Steve Woodsum and Anne Lovett
Jamie Mallinger and Liz Gatti
Robert and Heidi Manice
Ed Maynard
Sarah Miles Williams, in honor of Bar
Swain
James and Amanda Morse, in honor
of Heather Adams
Terry and Nicole Murray
Pam Nelson and Peter Fritschel
Ben Niedermeyer and Joanne
Hidaka, in honor of Dea Angiolillo
and Peter Von Mertens
Robin and Allene Pierson
Peter and Helen Randolph, in honor
of Bar Swain
Dr. Paul S. Russell
Doug and Lauren Sanford
Chris von Thelen, in memory of my
childhood friend, Heather Adams
Fred Waterman
Steve Walch and Linda Williams
Chuck and Linda Yanikoski

Sustainers $500 - $999
Carl Angiolillo and Shira Horowitz
Gerard Aurigemma and Nancy
Bennet, in honor of Dea Angiolillo
John Barnhill
Doug Currier
Charlie and Kate Devens
Bob and Sarah Gould
Tom and Emily Haslett
Jim Henle
Adam and Phebe Kiryk
Peter Lawson-Johnston
Charlie and Eliza Lee
Dan and Lauren Maynard
Casey and Megan McManemin
Robert B. Minturn
Lino Pertile and Anna Bensted
Johanna Schoen
Chris Sherry and Lee Stewart
Jim Sloman and Nora Devlin, in
honor of Ginny & Bob, Dea & Peter
Ken and Frances Sterling, in honor of
Bar Swain
Jed and Kerry Stevens
Sally Swift
Jonathan and Elizabeth Thomas, in
honor of Dea Angiolillo
Bill and Margie Ughetta
Andrew Willemsen and Karen
Kuhlthau
Paul Yock
Friends $200 - $499
Peter and Mary Lee Aldrich
Louis Bailey and Ton ton Russell
Tim Barclay
Marc and Carol Bard
Elizabeth Beach
Franz and Anne Colloredo-Mansfield
Nina Coslov and Howie Rice
Juliet Davison
Paul and Karen Dimaura
Julie Dowden
Hedwig Feit, in honor of Lucy Staub
Jef and Katherine Fellows
Tom and Jill French
Jim and Fraser Gilbane
The Thomas and William Gilbane
Foundation
Peter and Libby Gordon
Glenn Gustavson and Patricia
Morten
Diana Lee Hammond
Bill and Betsy Herman, in honor of
Sarah Jane Herman
Margaret Honey
Olivia and Burt Hurlock, in honor of
Heather Adams
Charlie and Kate Johnson
Kevin Smith and Ann Larkum
Michael and Jenny Larkum
Edward and Janet Lawson
Dick and Sally Leahy
Linda Lee Leahy
Alfred and Bonnie Margulies, in
honor of Dea Angiolillo and Peter
Von Mertens
John and Linda McCammond
Steve and Kate McCurdy, in honor of
the Swain Family
John and Maddy Meador
Gary Monserud and Ann Jones, in
honor of Randy Yanikoski
Rory and Betsy Morton, in honor of
the Swain Family

Gordon and Pam Pettengill
Bruce Posner and Betsy Rudnick
Tom and Vicky Reynolds
Dave and Mary Rimmer
Dan and Cindy Rome
Ellen Scott
Judy Singer, in honor of David L.
Singer
Quentin and Dilly Skinner
Ralph and Carol Stuart
Joseph Dorsey and Joanne Wilkinson
Supporters up to $199
Bill and Susan Adams
Anne Taylor Adams
Jessica Adams
Holly Ambler
Joel Angiolillo and Laurie Bent
Ric Bayly and Mary Waters
Tom Beckett
Paula S. Berggren, in honor of Lucy
Staub
Ned and Sandy Bigelow, in honor of
Will Cochran
David Boghossian and Elizabeth
Bartle
Markley Boyer
Matthew Brelis and Morgan Baker
Peter Britton
Lewis Bushnell and Karen Davis
Kate Buttolph
Peter Cavanagh and Laura Ryan
Frederic Chartier, in fond memory of
Heather Adams
Susan Cochran and David Larkin
Caroline Coggeshall and David Banta
Chip Collins and Anne Childs
Alan and Louisa Dittrich
Chris and Laurie Doyle
Peter Drummond-Hay, in honor of
Heather Adams
James Drye, in memory of Carl
“Cookie” Angiolillo on his birthday
CJ and Aimee Duax
James and Caroline Everard
Tim and Cynthia Ferris, in honor of
Bar Swain
Elizabeth D. Gibbons, in honor of
Heather Adams
Chas Gill
Michael and Nancy Grogan
Susan Halby
Tom and Jane Hammond
Harry Hanson and Ann
Hollingsworth
Thomas Herman
Charles and Joan Hunt
John and Anne Ingard
Jeffrey and Cheryl Katz
Gretchen Koch and Brendan Daly
Susan Koch
Susan Lapides and Peter Wilson
Francis and Linda Lepore
Chris Lutes and Astrid Lium
Lynne Markinac
Sean McDonnell and Mary Webb
Scott McDuffie
Catherine Meador
Binney Meigs and Katie Woodhouse
James Meigs and Julia Talcott
Barbara E. Millen
Megan Osborn
Elizabeth Peck
John Petrowsky and Tom Vise
Dan and Debbi Phillips
Peter and Tory Philip
Christopher and Sarah Powell-Brett
Anson Rabinbach, in honor of Lucy
Staub
Elisa Romano

Paul and Terry Ruhlmann
Graham and Julia Schelter, in honor
of Liz Nill
Joan Scott, in honor of Lucy Staub
Marie Siebecker
Alex Slive and Kaela Lee
Jini Sparkman
Will and Diane Stansbury
Monique Sternin
Kate and Tai Sutliff, in honor of the
Swain Family
L.T. and Heidi Thorn
Monte and Anne Wallace
Ned Cooke and Carol Warner, in
honor of Bar Swain
Theodore and Alice Weiss, in honor of
Lucy Staub
Rick Weyerhaeuser and Annie
Brewster
Don and Caroline Young
Arthur and Heide Zajonc
In Kind Gifts
Peter and Libby Gordon
Chris Larkum and Dartmouth
Residential Energy Consulting
Jamie Mallinger and Liz Gatti
Joe Moore
Billy Parker and Hindsight Media
Lindsey Siegal
Note: Please contact us with any
omissions or errors. Thank you.
We are deeply saddened by the
passing of our friends and long time
supporters Julie Henry and Betsy
Herman. Julie Henry lived a life of
service, including practicing social
work at Boston Children’s Hospital
and later, with her Masters in Public
Health from Harvard, at New
England Serve, where she supported
children with special needs. Betsy
Herman died from COVID-19. Betsy
was a vibrant and energetic person
who brought that energy along with
a Masters in Special Education to
her work supporting people with
disabilities. We are honored that Julie
and her husband Bayard Henry and
Betsy and her husband Bill Herman
have chosen to support High Spirit
over the years. Thank you all.

Contact Us:
For Admissions or
Volunteer inquiries:
142 Seekonk Cross Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
413.717.5250
leveroni@highspirit.org

At the Office:
1770 Massachusetts Ave.,
Suite 101
Cambridge, MA 02140
contactus@highspirit.org
Visit our website to contact
us, see more photos
or to make a donation online:

www.HighSpirit.org

